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Air Command Weather Manual
This handbook implements AFPD 36-22, Air Force Military Training. Information in this handbook is primarily from Air Force publications and
contains a compilation of policies, procedures, and standards that guide Airmen's actions within the Profession of Arms. This handbook
applies to the Regular Air Force, Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard. This handbook contains the basic information Airmen need to
understand the professionalism required within the Profession of Arms. Attachment 1 contains references and supporting information used in
this publication. This handbook is the sole source reference for the development of study guides to support the enlisted promotion system.
Enlisted Airmen will use these study guide to prepare for their Promotion Fitness Examination (PFE) or United States Air Force Supervisory
Examination (USAFSE).
Ready to move to the Mac? This incomparable guide helps you make a smooth transition. New York Times columnist and Missing Manuals
creator David Pogue gets you past three challenges: transferring your stuff, assembling Mac programs so you can do what you did with
Windows, and learning your way around Mac OS X. Learning to use a Mac is not a piece of cake, but once you do, the rewards are oh-somuch better. No viruses, worms, or spyware. No questionable firewalls or inefficient permissions. Just a beautiful machine with a thoroughly
reliable system. Whether you're using Windows XP or Windows 7, we've got you covered. Transfer your stuff. Moving files from a PC to a
Mac is the easy part. This guide gets you through the tricky things: extracting your email, address book, calendar, Web bookmarks, buddy
list, desktop pictures, and MP3 files. Re-create your software suite. Big-name programs from Microsoft, Adobe, and others are available in
both Mac and Windows versions. But hundreds of other programs are Windows-only. Learn the Macintosh equivalents and how to move data
to them. Learn Mac OS X Lion. Once you've moved into the Macintosh mansion, it's time to learn your way around. You're in good hands with
the author of Mac OS X: The Missing Manual, the #1 bestselling guide to Mac OS X.
Possibly the most complete book written to date on helicopters and helicopter flying. Covers subjects not covered by other manuals such as
turbine engines, performance, flight manuals, automatic flight controls, legal aspects, introductory stability and control and multi-engine
helicopters.

In the pantheon of air power spokesmen, Giulio Douhet holds center stage. His writings, more often cited than perhaps actually
read, appear as excerpts and aphorisms in the writings of numerous other air power spokesmen, advocates-and critics. Though a
highly controversial figure, the very controversy that surrounds him offers to us a testimonial of the value and depth of his work,
and the need for airmen today to become familiar with his thought. The progressive development of air power to the point where,
today, it is more correct to refer to aerospace power has not outdated the notions of Douhet in the slightest In fact, in many ways,
the kinds of technological capabilities that we enjoy as a global air power provider attest to the breadth of his vision. Douhet,
together with Hugh “Boom” Trenchard of Great Britain and William “Billy” Mitchell of the United States, is justly recognized as one
of the three great spokesmen of the early air power era. This reprint is offered in the spirit of continuing the dialogue that Douhet
himself so perceptively began with the first edition of this book, published in 1921. Readers may well find much that they disagree
with in this book, but also much that is of enduring value. The vital necessity of Douhet’s central vision-that command of the air is
all important in modern warfare-has been proven throughout the history of wars in this century, from the fighting over the Somme
to the air war over Kuwait and Iraq.
This manual implements Air Force Policy Directive (AFPD) 36-26, Total Force Development. It describes the movements and
procedures for saluting, drill, ceremonies, reviews, and parades. This manual is for general use throughout the US Air Force and is
a guide for persons teaching, learning, or participating in drill and ceremonies (see Air Force Instruction (AFI) 34-1201, Protocol).
This manual applies to all Regular Air Force units and members including the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve units and
members. Ensure that all records created as a result of processes prescribed in this publication are maintained IAW Air Force
Manual (AFMAN) 33-363, Management of Records, and disposed of IAW the Air Force Records Disposition Schedule (RDS) in
the Air Force Records Information Management System (AFRIMS).
Meteorology is at the top of the list as far as pilot "must-knows." Pilots not only have to know the intricacies of weather, but must
understand weather to survive. This book will take any student, or seasoned pilot, from the basics of the atmosphere's composition
to the topic of space weather. It's 32 chapters on the "A to Z" of aviation weather for Canadian pilots, and for others affiliated with
the dynamic world of aviation weather!
Colonel Slife chronicles the influence of the late Gen Wilbur L. "Bill" Creech7a leader, visionary, warrior, and mentor7in the areas of
equipment and tactics, training, organization, and leader development. His study serves both to explain the context of a turbulent time in our
Air Force's history and to reveal where tomorrow's airmen may find answers to some of the difficult challenges facing them today. Colonel
Slife, who addresses such controversial topics as the development of the Army's AirLand Battle doctrine and what it meant to airmen, is
among the first to describe what historians will surely see in years to come as the revolutionary developments of the late 1970s/early 1980s
and General Creech's central role. Creech Blue enlightens the Air Force on its strongly held convictions during that period and challenges the
idea that by 1990, when Iraq invaded Kuwait, the Air Force had forgotten how to wage a "strategic" air campaign and was dangerously close
to plunging into a costly and lengthy war of attrition had it not been for the vision of a small cadre of thinkers on the Air Staff. In exploring the
doctrine and language of the decade leading up to Operation Desert Storm, Colonel Slife reveals that the Air Force was not as shortsighted
as many people have argued.
"Captains Class" is an extra module in the pilot upgrade training that air carriers use to train new captains. It is typically thought of by captain
candidates as the capstone of training, enabling pilots to operate each flight and each trip as a good leader. Yet not every Captains Class
provides tricks of the trade, pointers on leadership, or sage advice on how to put everything together. Every pilot knows, though, that when
everything seems to be going wrong, everyone looks to the Captain --- the Pilot-In-Command --- to make things right. Pilots In Command:
Your Best Trip, Every Trip fills a void in the aviation industry today, especially with the increased demand for a new cadre of airline pilots to fill
the shoes of retirees, real advice from real pilots about how to be true leaders is both a rarity and a necessity. This book, in an easy-to-use
format, will go beyond what is required by flight training curricula and provide practical, sage advice to student and professional aviators alike
on a range of topics, all tying to the application of basic leadership skills. Pilots In Command is packed with information, techniques, and
advice. The author covers crew roles, crew briefings, flight attendants, crew resource management (CRM), threat and error management
(TEM), ground services, dispatch, customer service, abnormal and emergency situations, layovers, crew dynamics, career development, and
professional standards. Pilots In Command will provide you with the information schools aren't required to teach in ground school--information
that you would only get from experience and deep, thoughtful chats with your fellow pilots at 30,000 feet"--Provided by publisher.
Presents information on flight operations in aircraft with the latest "glass cockpit" advanced avionics systems, covering such topics as
automated flight control, area navigation, weather data systems, and primary flight display failures.

This manual implements Air Force Policy Directive (AFPD) 36-28, Awards and Decorations Programs; and AFPD 36-31,
Personal Affairs. This manual governs the Air Force special trophies, awards, decorations and memorialization programs.
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It applies to Regular Air Force, Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard personnel; and where specified applies to Air
Force civilian employees paid through appropriated funds. In collaboration with the Chief of Air Force Reserve (AF/RE)
and Director of the Air National Guard (NGB/CF), the Deputy Chief of Staff for Manpower, Personnel, and Services
(AF/A1) develops personnel policy for the Air Force Awards and Memorialization Program. Ensure all records created as
a result of processes prescribed in this publication are maintained in accordance with Air Force Manual (AFMAN) 33-363,
Management of Records, and disposed of in accordance with the Air Force Records Disposition Schedule located in the
Air Force Records Information Management System.
The Tongue and Quill has been a valued Air Force resource for decades and many Airmen from our Total Force of
uniformed and civilian members have contributed their talents to various editions over the years. This revision is built
upon the foundation of governing directives and user's inputs from the unit level all the way up to Headquarters Air Force.
A small team of Total Force Airmen from the Air University, the United States Air Force Academy, Headquarters Air
Education and Training Command (AETC), the Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC), Air National Guard (ANG), and
Headquarters Air Force compiled inputs from the field and rebuilt The Tongue and Quill to meet the needs of today's
Airmen. The team put many hours into this effort over a span of almost two years to improve the content, relevance, and
organization of material throughout this handbook. As the final files go to press it is the desire of The Tongue and Quill
team to say thank you to every Airman who assisted in making this edition better; you have our sincere appreciation!
The privilege of commanding an Air Force squadron, despite its heavy responsibilities and unrelenting challenges,
represents for many Air Force officers the high point of their careers. It is service as a squadron commander that accords
true command authority for the first time. The authority, used consistently and wisely, provides a foundation for
command. As with the officer's commission itself, command authority is granted to those who have earned it, both by
performance and a revealed capacity for the demands of total responsibility. But once granted, it much be revalidated
every day. So as one assumes squadron command, bringing years of experience and proven record to join with this new
authority, one might still need a little practical help to success with the tasks of command. This book offers such help.
“Commanding an Air Force Squadron” brings unique and welcome material to a subject other books have addressed. It
is rich in practical, useful, down-to-earth advice from officers who have recently experienced squadron command. The
author does not quote regulations, parrot doctrine, or paraphrase the abstractions that lace the pages of so many books
about leadership. Nor does he puff throughout the manuscript about how he did it. Rather, he presents a digest of
practical wisdom based on real-world experience drawn from the reflection of many former commanders from any
different types of units. He addresses all Air Force squadron commanders, rated and nonrated, in all sorts of missions
worldwide. Please also see a follow up to this book entitled “Commanding an Air Force Squadron in the Twenty-First
Century (2003)” by Jeffry F. Smith, Lieutenant Colonel, USAF.
A vital resource for pilots, instructors, and students, from the most trusted source of aeronautic information.
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